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Compiled and with commentary by Alexander Murray
First published as a booklet by Alex Murray (ADM) July
2011. (Note that Neil is sometimes referred to as Neal.)

From: A Time to Remember: A Personal Diary of Teaching the Alexander Technique in 1946. (Walter Carrington, Sheildrake Press London
1996.)
British Teacher of the Technique. Neil suffered from severe asthmatic
attacks which the Technique alleviated to a great extent. He trained 1933–
36 and left Ashley Place in 1937 to teach on his own. After the war, in
which he served in India, he set up the Re-Education Centre in Holland
Park (c. l947), which became the Dame Isobel Cripps Centre in 1949
when Dame Isobel Cripps became a patron of the centre. Neil taught his
own postural relaxation method – an offshoot of the Technique – which he
described in the Family Doctor Booklet ‘Poise and Relaxation’ (c. 1958).

ADM: The pamphlet may have been printed several years earlier
as we became pupils of Charles in 1955 and it was then available. The fact that Alexander is not given credit for much of the
material is understandable. After the court case in which such
luminaries as Nobel Prize-winner Lord Adrian had spoken on
behalf of Jokl, the medical profession was very antagonistic to
the Technique. Dr Barlow had difficulty finding a position in
London due to his support of Alexander. (See ‘An Examined
Life” by Marjory, his wife). In a publication of the ‘Re-education Centre’ by Eric de Peyer (1906-90) who trained with Alexander (1936-39) and was vice-principal until 1953 when he set
up his own practice, Charles appears anonymously in a section
on asthma.
Take an actual case history. A boy, aged two, developed whooping cough,
influenza and double pneumonia one after the other. Although after a long
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illness he eventually recovered, the effect on his breathing habits persisted
in the form of excessive tension in the neck and shoulder muscles. Some
time later, after the child had a series of colds, asthma was diagnosed.
(There was no asthmatic or allied condition in the family history.) Then,
every time he had a cold an asthmatic attack of greater or lesser severity would develop owing to the fact that whenever his breathing became
at all laboured he became anxious and tried hard to breathe more fully,
but of course in his own bad way. The more he tried and the more anxious he became the less effectively he breathed. The result being a dreadful
spasm which continued until he became exhausted. Then, ceasing to try
any more, he relaxed to some extent and was relieved. In fact he became
relieved by reducing the intensity of effort, for indeed exhaustion had made
any further struggle impossible. Alternatively, the full cycle was sometime
prevented by recourse to some drug. Eventually he brought on an attack
after any experience which caused anxiety, excitement or effort, anything
in fact which caused his breathing effort to be increased. Finally he learned
to use his asthma to avoid doing unpleasant tasks, though this was largely
a subconscious process. At the age of sixteen his asthma had become the
chief problem of his life. But even at this late stage, when his structure had
developed and set along the lines characteristic of asthma, he was able by
learning to apply the method to attain perfect fitness. He joined the army
in 1939 with a classification of A1 and served at home and in the East
throughout the war.

Interview with Mia Segal (on Feldenkrais). Somatics Autumn/Winter.
Segal: In 1952, Maurice (her husband), who had been injured in an air
crash, had to go to England for a series of leg operations. I remember thinking: ‘I know the leg will eventually heal. I am going to find
out about asthma.’ I was still so scared, and I was determined to find
out. In England I asked everyone I met: What do you know about
asthma?’ Eventually, I met a medical student from South Africa who
said,’Oh, yes, I know about asthma. If you want someone to help
your husband, take him to see Charles Neal. He practices the Alexander method.’ I went to see Charles Neal who told me he could
help. Since Maurice was permitted to leave the hospital between
operations, I took him in for a consultation. Charles said, ‘You don’t
know how to breathe properly. You have bad breathing habits.’’ This
was a revelation! After two or three sessions with Charles, Maurice
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was much better; he learned a way of coping during an attack, and
the fear of losing control disappeared. I asked Charles if I could
learn how to help Maurice in the future – when we were back in
Israel. He said, ‘I don’t train anyone officially, but you can stay here
and observe what I do.’ Charles had been a star student of F. Matthias Alexander.
Somatics: Were both the Alexander brothers living then? [ADM: AR had
died in 1947.]
Segal: I don’t know. I understood that Charles and Alexander had had
an argument. Charles then went out on his own, taking with him
some of Alexander’s pupils. He was sponsored by Isobel Cripps,
wife of the Minister for the Colonies, and opened the Isobel Cripps
Center. [ADM: Charles met Lady Cripps at a cocktail party when
Sir Stafford was Chancellor of the Exchequer. She said how important Alexander’s work was to him, but since he was at 11 Downing
Street he had no time to go to Ashley Place. Charles offered to go to
his office and give him lessons, which was accepted. Told by Walter
Carrington.] I enjoyed my work at the Center. Although I wasn’t
officially a student, Charles required me to take a course in anatomy
on my own. He also gave me a list of the things he wanted me to
study. This was my first contact with the human body. After two
years Charles said, ‘I think I’ll give you a room here, and you can
start to work with people.’ At that time, only a few others were working at the Center: Charles of course, Eric de Peyer, Mrs Gibson, and
Lois Caink. That’s how I started.
Somatics: Were they official instructors or outside the field?
Segal: I knew of no other Alexander teachers at that time, although there
are many now.
Somatics: Did Charles Neal give you some sort of permission to be a practitioner?
Segal: Charles gave me a letter saying I could teach, but he didn’t mention pupils – no official pupils. But I did have his permission to go
ahead and work, and I felt I was effective in my efforts. I did this for
two years. Then we returned to Israel. I stopped working when my
children were born. Then Charles Neal wrote that he was coming
to Israel to see his old friend Moshe Feldenkrais. I was delighted,
of course.
.....
Somatics: What was the relationship between Neal and Feldenkrais?
Segal: They thought highly of each other and were good friends.
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Somatics: And with Alexander?
Segal: I heard that while living in England and writing Body and Mature
Behaviour, Moshe met Alexander. Moshe used to say that Alexander had the best hands he had ever felt. If I remember correctly.
Moshe showed him Body and Mature Behaviour and Alexander said.
‘Actually, you copied it from my book!’ This I suppose ended the
relationship. [ADM: as with Scanes Spicer and Gerald Lee.] As I
understand it, Alexander was strict about his work: The placement
of the head, back, and the body was exactly specified: everything
had to be just so, and no variations were permitted. I understand
that now those who follow the Alexander Technique have become
more flexible. Charles Neal, on the other hand, had lightly broadened the scope of work though he too was restrictive: only the head,
neck, and back. He was very open and organized in every way. He
was remarkably agile. He could walk into a room and jump upon the
table without any obvious preparation – just as he walked. [ADM: In
1955 when I joined the LSO, I was asked to give a talk to the LSO
Club. I invited Charles, who did his table trick there.] From him he
learned how important sensitivity of touch can be.

From Interview: Rivka Cohen (RK) For The Alexander Review vol. 4
(1989, Centerline press, pp. 19–21) with David Alexander (DA).
RK: As I wanted to learn dancing I went to London [1956]. Moshe suggested that while I was in London I have Alexander lessons from his
friend, Charles Neal, who was one of the first Alexander teachers
in London. Charles Neal was then working in Lansdowne Road. I
started to have lessons with him. There was a training course there
and I began training [Alexander had died in 1955]. There were three
of us, Joan Murray, myself, and another girl, Shirley [ADM: Shirley
Zinken, an Israeli]. After a few months there was only the two of us,
Joan and myself. Alex Murray used to come some times when he
had free time from the orchestra and join us in our lessons. As you
know, both of them, Joan and Alex, are running a training course in
Illinois, USA. After I had been with Charles Neal for about a year he
died. I always say that it was lucky for me that he died because what
we got from him was awful. What we got was nothing near what we
had to learn in a training course in the Alexander Technique.
DA: Walter Carrington has described that what Charles Neal taught was
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his own ‘idiosyncratic version’ of the Alexander Technique. Neal
had broken away from Alexander and gone out on his own to ‘do his
own thing’ if you will. [ADM: Walter Carrington told me that when
Charles had qualified, he worked on a wealthy friend of his father
with great success. After his lessons he asked: ‘What do I owe you?’
Charles was nonplussed. ‘What does Alexander charge.’ ‘Five guineas a lesson’. He paid Charles five guineas a lesson and said:’ You
are qualified, aren’t you? Then you should be paid like Alexander.’
As at the time, graduates working at Ashley Place were paid 10% of
the fee – the rest going to FM, it was not long before Charles went
off, 1937, on his own. This may have been the practice that ‘Monty’
Alexander hoped to continue when his brother died, leaving Ashley
Place to him. Hence the court case in 1959.]
How would you contrast Charles Neal’s work with your exposure to
other Alexander teachers, specifically Patrick Macdonald?
Well, I can’t really judge now what was then. I was much too young
to understand anything about the Alexander Technique. All I can
say is that I feel I didn’t get the right information or any information
that really moved me. Perhaps I could say I was getting worse. [In
Neal’s training] there was no explanation, nothing about what was
going on. He was a very nice man, but always the feeling we got was
that he was very tight in himself and wasn’t free to give us anything
of it. There were two wonderful women there, Jean Gibson – who
never claimed she was doing the Alexander Technique – a very creative woman and a wonderful teacher in whatever she was doing. She
is still in London and over eighty now. [ADM: Clemence Bettany –
The Thinking Body – pays tribute to her. Jean taught for many years
at the Royal Academy of Music.] There was another woman. Lois
Caink, who was a wonderful person also. [ADM: Lois, a qualified
physical therapist, tried to continue Charles’ course on his death
but had a breakdown and after help from Irene Tasker, suggested
the students go to Walter Carrington.] I can say that none of them
really did then what I have learned about the Alexander Technique.
When Charles Neal died, Jean Gibson said to me that I had marvelous hands and that she would qualify me. I didn’t know what she
meant. I didn’t really want any certificate. I wanted to know about
the Alexander Technique.
This was after just a year of study with Charles Neal?
This was the end of his center at the time. I went with Jean Gibson
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to a congress of . . . (please see the review by Walter Carrington of
The Potent Self by Feldenkrais, The Alexander Review vol. 1, no. 1).* It
was a very interesting congress. I was just a person who was hauling
her stuff around, but I took part in the congress. Carrington came
from London to represent the Alexander Technique. Frank Jones
came from Boston to represent the Alexander Technique. Moshe
Feldenkreis presented his technique. There were many more. I think
there were about 400 people at this congress. I met Walter Carrington and Frank Jones at the congress for the first time. When I
was at Charles Neal’s place all I heard is, ‘Go to anybody you would
like in London. but never go to Macdonald. Nobody should go to
Macdonald.
AR: Was that said by Charles Neal?
RK: No, it was said by people around that knew about the Alexander
Technique. I was so raw and London was so strange to me, I could
hardly speak English, but I knew what I wanted. So, obviously, I
never went to Mr. Macdonald. When we returned to London from
the Congress I decided to join Walter Carrington’s training course. I
went to Mr Carrington, this was in Tottenham Court, on the second
or third door. There were lots of teachers around. Mr. Carrington,
John Skinner, B. Williams, Peggy Williams, and Margaret Goldie.
We had lessons from all of them. It was a very nice class, but even
* From Eutony by Gerda Alexander.
In Boston, (1954) Professor Frank P. Jones invited me to a week’s
research on Eutony movements in daily life at Tufts University. When in
1959 I held the first international congress on release of tension and functional movement in Copenhagen, many of these people took part, among
them Irmgard Bartenieff and Doris Breyer, as well as representatives of all
great movement schools in Europe, the Dalcroze Schools, Rosalia Chladek
of Vienna, the leader of the Laban School and Matthias Alexander Schools
in London, Professor Frank P. Jones, as well as Moshe Feldenkrais with
20 students from Israel. Professor Fritz Winkel of the University of Berlin
talked about his research on the influence of posture on the voice. I had
arranged this congress in the hope to further mutual research in a new
approach to movement education. I had invited fifty people, but nearly
six hundred attended, apart from the guests from the international psychoanalytical congress which took place in Copenhagen at the same time.
The congress was sponsored by the Danish Ministry of Education which
offered the facilities of Emdrupborg and gave a large reception at Chris-
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tiansborg Castle. ADM.

then something in me still wasn’t quite satisfied with what I was getting in myself. I can’t even tell you what or why. I only felt that this
wasn’t what I was personally looking for.
ADM: Charles Neil was an admirer of Gerda Alexander. Some of
his class routines were taken from her technique. [Eutony, p. 34.]
The Life of Frederick Matthias Alexander (Michael Bloch 2004. p.
153.)
Charles Neil, whom he treated like a son, did what F.M. had most
dreaded – after a short spell of teaching at Ashley Place, he set up on his
own in London, eventually teaching what F.M. regarded as a bastardized
version of his technique.
ADM: Charles had met and worked with Gerda Alexander, some
of whose ideas he used in his class with Joan and Rivka. Gerda
had visited Frank Pierce Jones for a week in 1954 and must
have been aware of his 1951 research project (EMG of neck
muscles-sternomastoid and upper trapezius leading the startle
response). My close friend, Jim Williams, was a brilliant mind
who had become a Ph.D. in psychology with Eysenck at University College London before leaving animal psychology for
physiology and taking the Ph.D. with Barcroft at St. Thomas’s
Hospital. His research was on stress and he was introduced to
Charles Neil because Charles had obtained equipment to carry
out EMG experiments and needed a skillful collaborator. Jim,
who had very bad spondylitis, finding it almost impossible to
bend over and tie his shoe-laces, met Charles, who worked on
him for half-an-hour and rendered him temporarily mobile. His
wife watched and was duly impressed. I was living with them
at the time and on their return, they extolled Charles’ skill and
said I might find him a help with breathing (I was suffering from
recurrent bronchitis, due to the unhealthy conditions of work
at Covent Garden). Jim never went back to Charles, but that is
when I became convinced he had something to offer. In retrospect, it was the ‘relaxation’ which helped my psycho-physical
condition of constant stress as principal flute in a position totally
new to me with constant repertoire change and no time to practice. As I was not asthmatic, Charles did not have much to teach
about breathing which has taken me many years to understand,
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but he obviously helped some of his students in that way. Walter
told me he was sorry Charles had not sought help from his fellow graduates when he was in trouble with his health, in his final
years (although I was not aware of it he seemed lively enough
to me, but was obviously a ‘high flier’ and had a series of attractive young women friends). It is understandable that after the
Crippses became his students and sponsors, he would not have
returned to FM for help and he may have genuinely thought
Alexander was ‘past it’’, as he said to me, when I asked if should
go to see him. ‘I’ve gone on from him’ he said, and I took him
at his word.
		 Lois Caink told us that after qualifying with Charles she went
for a lesson with FM who worked on her and said: ‘I think we can
help you little lady’ (Lois was about Joan’s build). She was astonished as she thought she had already been helped by Charles. Sir
Stafford suggested to FM that he ought to let Charles work on
him. This was the only occasion known on which Alexander had
a ‘turn’ from someone else. The grapevine got back to Alexander that Charles had said: ‘He could do with some work’ which
stimulated the response: ‘The body is an instrument. It depends
on who is playing it! Looking back, and at the other graduates
of the first training course, I would place Charles at the top of
the list for enterprise and enthusiasm, and for commonsense
ideas on what is missing in education. Regrettably, inhibition
and direction were secondary, but as Alexander said to Irene
[Tasker], ‘There can be too much inhibition.’ It is also fascinating to me that my introduction to the Technique came indirectly from Boston through Gerda Alexander and Charles. It
was through Frank’s scientific approach that I met Dart, and of
course through Walter’s encouragement that our meeting was so
fruitful (and reciprocally for the Carringtons). Irene was the link
between Dart and FM, and her encouragement led to my study
of John Dewey – very much stimulated by Frank [Jones] whose
own close relationship with Dewey was not known to me until
much later when Miss Vineyard wrote her biography with the
help of Helen Jones. In retrospect, it was Walter’s question about
the ‘book’ in 1946 that stimulated my return to the early teaching of Alexander – first carefully described in 1907, but equally
carefully described from there on. It was Dart’s insight into how
the head, with the 12 cranial nerves. leads from birth onward
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that was the clue to Alexander’s birth defect. Michael Bloch
described him as born prematurely, and Alexander’s stressing
from his earliest writing on the importance of nasal breathing
as being the concomitant of ‘fullchest breathing’ which was the
other trail I have found so profitable to follow. Were it not for
Charles’ asthma, as recounted to Eric de Peyer, my life would
have been very differentl.
From: Posture, Poise and Positive Health (Dr Grahame Fagg, 2006,
Capella Archive).
Thinking Long
‘There’s nothing good or bad but thinking makes it so.’ Hamlet II , ii.

So ‘thinking long’ is the answer to good posture, but what exactly is
meant by the term, and how are we to attain it? When I first encountered
the Alexander Technique, soon after Alexander’s death, individual lessons
from an Alexander teacher was the way, the teacher ‘handling’ the pupil,
controlling his head and guiding him in sitting and standing. In order to
produce a lengthening, integrated trunk hinging at the hip-joints and with
the head lifting and lengthening the body. It’s essential that the teacher
himself moves in the perfect ‘lengthening’ state, so that the pupil ‘catches’
it. Perhaps with many frequent lessons I might have been ‘conditioned’ to
move properly. However for me, there were several fixed problems, mainly
from lumbar disc troubles and several deep seated habit patterns. Always
on call as the only consultant paediatrician in Bedfordshire and most of
Hertfordshire for twenty years, there was no time to correct my habit patterns or to have regular lessons. And anyway I’m the sort of person who
has to understand what’s happening, so with occasional tips from others
I’ve worked it out for myself. You are advised to find an Alexander teacher
who suits you and take lessons, but reading of my experiences may also
be a help. Lengthening and the sensation of ‘lightness’. Charles Neil did
give me the sensation of light, floating arms by telling me to think my
arms long from the root of the neck to the tips of the fingers while lying
on the floor on my back with arms out like a cross. I was amazed when,
from being ‘heavy’, they floated weightlessly up. He also taught me to
‘lengthen’ the trunk while keeping the back ‘all of a piece’ and he suggested that I ‘thought long’. Immediately I ‘got it’, but couldn’t do this
when sitting, standing, walking and working . . .
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Let’s follow my progress towards poise and self-awareness. The first
step was through formal relaxation, not part of the Alexander Technique,
but used by Charles Neil at the Re-education Centre. Relaxing on the
floor when I came home enabled me to undo some of the tensions developed during the day and use the evenings profitably. Also with my emerging self-awareness I tried to stop these tensions developing and reduce the
need for formal relaxation. Charles Neil was keen on ‘softening the face
in the direction of a smile’, to ease tensions and once, when experiencing
‘road rage’, the idea of the smile came to me and the rage evaporated! A
hint of a smile is ‘a good thing’ . . .
The main ‘experience’ which moved me on from believing to knowing
and later to understanding about the importance of the way we sit, stand
and move was my chance visit to Charles Neil at ‘The Re-education Centre’ in Holland Park, in order to get help with treating asthmatic children.
Learning about learning
Charles Neil’s Re-Education Centre
Another way in which I learned about learning was through my experience with Charles Neil at ‘The Re-education Centre’, an offshoot of the
Alexander Technique. As already mentioned, I went to see him to get
some help with treating asthmatic children and he said the only way he
could help was by giving me lessons. I was immediately impressed and
became their medical adviser.
Charles was trained by Matthias Alexander in the Alexander Technique, but was also interested in other forms of physical education. Here,
for instance I met Feldenkrais who had his own P. E. school in Israel.
Charles was also interested in physical treatments such as osteopathy. My
learning continued as I applied these principles to my work as a paediatrician, especially in helping asthmatic children to manage their asthma
through control of breathing and correcting posture. Apart from this, of
course, the Centre helped me to manage myself.
Psycho-somatic analysis
Psychological ‘treatment’ has been fashionable, using endless discussion in order to develop self-awareness. My experience with Charles Neil
showed that ‘self-awareness’ could often be more quickly reached through
physical means, and this physical self-awareness could bring with it an
unconscious resolution of emotional and psychological problems. I call
this ‘psycho-somatic analysis’, and it has the added advantage of remov-
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ing unwanted habits of posture and movement . . .
Many of our aches and pains and other health problems are caused by
our own behaviour, but only a proportion of us are prepared to change,
rather than preferring to have something done to us, or to ‘pop a pill’. The
success of an Alexander teacher depends on his or her ability, but also on
the pupil.
Alexander teaching
To my mind the essence of Alexander Teaching is to undo all tensions
in the trunk, between the top of the head and the crotch, as well as to
loosen up the shoulders and arms, and if these tensions represent ‘fossilized emotions’ they should be relatively easy to undo. Lessons can also
undo unwanted living emotions, and this borders on psychotherapy.
The spinal segment community.
Part of the explanation of the tie-up between muscles and internal organs
can be found by understanding the segmental nature of the body. It would
appear that what goes on in one part of a segment’s territory influences
other parts of that segment. As already mentioned we see that the normal
functioning of the internal organs is often tied up with normal functioning of the muscles belonging to the same segment. If an organ is diseased,
muscles in the same segment may show it, and if, maybe through faulty
posture, the muscles are wrong they may interfere with the normal functioning of organs belonging to the same segment. And restoring muscles
to normal function may help to restore normal function to the internal
organs, as already mentioned with regard to asthma and neck muscles.
Methods
Muscle function can be altered by specific methods such as the Alexander Technique, by physical treatments, physical education, or in a nonspecific way through sensible sport, simple exercise and exercises. ‘Mens
Sana in Corpore Sano’.
A purely psychological approach can help us with our problems, but
this isn’t going fully to re-educate the muscles out of their unsatisfactory
habit patterns. The Alexander Technique may do this, as well as producing psychological readjustment with much less mental anguish and in
much less time.
A last thought
The muscles as a bridge between mind and body. I remember one psychi-
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atrist at a conference on Psycho-Somatic Disease saying he could not in
any way understand the mechanisms by which the mind could affect the
body. Agreed, it may be difficult for us to ‘understand’ but if observing the
way mechanisms work can be called ‘understanding’, then it does seem
that it works through the emotions. which are both in mind and body.
However the voluntary muscles form a large and easily studied bridge
between mind and body, a bridge over which perhaps much of the traffic
passes from mind to body, but also in the reverse direction. By this I do
not mean the only bridge. There are others such as the endocrine system,
in which thought can awaken chemical messengers, which take instructions to the rest of the body. And for that matter the muscles may well not
be a bridge, but just one of the many manifestations of the effect thought
has on the whole of the body. The reason however why they appear to be
a bridge is because we can see and feel them, and by working on them
can alter both the bodily reactions and the mental processes, particularly emotional states and this isn’t just a placebo effect. Muscles then are
something we can see, feel and treat, indicating how the whole of mental
and bodily function is tied together, every single facet reacting on all the
rest. Alexander teachers and others in the ‘physical’ field may be able to
work wonders on the total physical and mental health of a pupil. I call it
psychosomatic analysis and in many cases it works much quicker than
psychoanalysis, at the same time getting rid of unwanted habit patterns of
posture and movement. . . .
There are other factors which may help with posture, such as remedial exercises, special shoes and maybe corrective orthopaedic operation.
If there are ‘light knots’ to be undone, then physiotherapy, osteopathy
or even orthopaedic manipulation may be necessary. Especially in this
television and computer age all forms of sport and exercise should be
encouraged, though here I believe coaches should understand the Alexander principle of ‘lengthening’.
Conclusion
What is desirable is a genuine interest in each child by parents and teachers with regard to their education, channeling their energies into interests which will help with their self esteem. Also there must be attention
to their health, with adequate rest and rehabilitation after illness and a
recognition of the importance of mimicry and the danger of implanting
persistent unwanted emotions. We have to break the vicious circle somewhere. Could parent-craft be part of the school curriculum and schools
teach sensible, practical psychology. And could parents and teachers of
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all kinds have Alexander lessons? I would prefer ‘Alexander plus’ lessons
incorporating some extra ideas such as teaching awareness and control of
breathing, with its uses in increasing awareness of the whole body and in
helping to produce the ‘expanded state’. Then there is formal relaxation
aided by breath control. ‘Alexander plus’ puts more stress on explanation
and tries to explain things so that people can help themselves to get out
of their own difficulties. And what activities does it attempt to supervise?
Firstly all the every day activities including lying down, sitting and standing still, but also breathing, speech exercises, exercise and common work
activities – washing-up, sweeping, digging, writing, driving the car. There
is nothing so good for the posture as sitting, standing and moving on a
bucking yacht. . .
Then there are special activities which are more to do with psychosomatic analysis, which is using physical methods in combination with
Alexander principles, to search out and undo blocks in maturity, maybe
without the pupil ever realizing what has happened. Without specifically
making the point, when teaching ‘awareness’ I use ‘exercises’ which take
the pupil through early physical life experience. So, briefly we must consider prevention and correction through the use of Alexander principles
expanded to apply not only to everyday activities but also activities which
mirror our developmental experience. Let’s finish with thinking of the
smile!
The last page
Have I written this book for you or for myself? No doubt writing things
down in order to convince others does clarify the mind and has led me
on and on to deeper understanding. Looking back to the beginning I’m
amazed at the complete lack of awareness of how I was using my body,
and how, by very minor improvement in the way I did things, I found
myself becoming much less tired. Then there was the slow realization that
correcting body shape had to be coupled with ‘thinking long’, and how
thinking long when just standing or sitting was often lost as soon as one
started to do something. Coming now to my own specific ‘discoveries’,
my experience with asthmatic children hammered home how important
is the force of habit patterns and how difficult it can be to alter them. A
big step forward came from realizing that lengthening of the trunk had
to be between precisely identified key points on the body – the perineum
and the centre of the scalp – and the trunk had to be visualized as a flexible, ‘expanding’ unit. As for the legs, they extended from the toes to the
perineum (not to the top of the trousers). Even more individual was the
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discovery of the great value of ‘deep passive expiration’ to produce complete relaxation when lying down and, when upright and lengthening up,
for finding and undoing tensions. To my mind, however, I have no doubt
that the highlight of the book is the revelation of the idea of ‘oscillating’
balance at each and every weight-bearing joint. This may mean nothing
to those who aren’t mechanically minded, but to me seems to get to the
heart of poise.
ADM: About Grahame Fagg: Born 1916 Grahame Fagg qualified
as a doctor in 1938 at St. Bartholemew’s Hospital in London. In
1950 he was appointed Consultant Paediatrician for Hertfordshire and North Bedfordshire, retiring in 1980. He devoted his
life to working with sick children but latterly became fascinated
in studying the relationship between posture and disease. The
result is this book. This book was published by his wife, a year
after the death of the author in 2002. We knew Dr Fagg in the
late 1950s and early 1960s.
Louise Morgan, The Times, 17th October 1955
The uniqueness of F. M. Alexander’s character was in his strength of purpose. This alone kept him alive for many years. In his late seventies, after a
stroke had completely paralysed him on one side, he told me: ‘I got myself
right. See, I have complete function on that side now, and I couldn’t move
an inch of it. I can always get myself right, and I can live to the greatest
age on record – provided I so wish.’ He described to me his method of
recovering the use of his paralysed side as ‘an intensification of the use
of conscious control.’ He had, for example, so developed the use of his
joints that each separate joint in the body moved freely in the socket. I
watched him lift his arms level with his shoulders and without apparent
movement or effort lengthen them. He lengthened his spinal column in
the same way. ‘You observe that joints can move,’ he said with a chuckle
of pleasure . . . .
He had many adversaries among the orthodox medical profession,
chief of whom was the late Lord Horder. The only time I saw Horder lose
his temper was when Alexander’s name came up casually in the conversation. Each man was privately obsessed with the other. One of Alexander’s
aims was to outlive Horder. I can but believe that this was perhaps the
reason he thought he might let himself go.
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The Life of Frederick Matthias Alexander (Michael Bloch, 2004, pp.
236-7.)
F.M. continued teaching until a fortnight before his death. Two of those
to whom he gave lessons during the 1950s – the American polymath
Goddard Binkley and the English journalist Louise Morgan – have left
interesting accounts of their experience, from which it is clear that, as
well as finding themselves transformed through improved ‘use’, they fell
strongly under his spell. (Ironically they were both inspired to go to him
after taking lessons with teachers whom he had disowned, Binkley with
Philomene Dailey of the ‘Alexander Foundation’ at Media, Pennsylvania, Morgan with Charles Neil at Lansdowne Road.) Louise Morgan
approached F.M. in 1953 with a view to writing a book about his technique. Her first impression was of his extraordinary youthfulness. ‘His
back is as straight as a young acrobat’s, and he gives the impression of a
vitally alive personality at least a generation younger than his actual years.
Of her subsequent experience with him, she wrote: ‘Alexander made it
clear to me that I had missed much of the pleasure of living . . . One wonderful day, I found myself walking, sitting down and getting up in a new
way. It was like moving on a cloud . . . The sensation is indescribably satisfying and invigorating . . . I am now unable to conceive how I managed
to live before I discovered Alexander. . . . Her book, Inside Yourself, came
out soon after his eighty-fifth birthday in January 1954 and amounted to
a glowing advertisement for his work – though the first printing had to
be withdrawn owning to legal threats from Lord Horder, whom she had
described as one of F.M.’s supporters, whereas he was in fact a contemptuous opponent who had offered his support to Jokl in the libel case.
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